This Summary of Changes provides a brief description of changes made to Navy Uniform Regulations (NAVPERS 15665I) since the last update of 23 February 2018. The changes identified in this summary reflect the approved uniform policy changes announced in NAVADMINs 310/17, 214/17, and the correction of noted policy discrepancies found within NAVPERS 15665I. For specific details of changes, please refer to the noted chapters, sections and articles below.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignias, Section 2, Breast Insignia, Warfare and other Qualification Insignia, Article 5201.2.

   Added:

   "(22) Engineering Duty Officer (EDO) Insignia"

2. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignias, Section 2, Breast Insignia, Description of Breast Insignia, Article 5201.3.

   Added:

   "iii. Engineering Duty Officer (EDO) Insignia.
   A gold metal pin with two oak leaf branches facing a silver circle centered on a gold fouled anchor inscribed with a silver three bladed propeller, on gold background overlaid on crossed U.S. Navy officer swords, rendered in gold. The tips of the propeller blades trisect the circle and the south facing blade is vertical."

3. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignias, Section 1, Identification Badges, Eligibility and Description of Authorized Identification Badges, Article 5101.3.a.g (1).

   Removed:
   "(1) Eligibility
   (a) This badge may be worn by all personnel in the Navy Counselor (NC) rating assigned as Command Career Counselor, all personnel possessing NEC 9588 and assigned as Command Career Counselor, and Command Career Counselor Course (CIN): A-501-0011 Instructors.
   (b) Additionally, USN/USNR(TAR) personnel and Selected Reservists designated as Command or Unit Career Counselor at a Naval Reserve Activity who have successfully completed the Career Information Course (CIN: R-501-0005) are authorized to wear the badge. Designation as Command/Unit Career Counselor by the Commanding Officer shall be required in writing.

   Added:
   "(a) This badge may be worn by all personnel in the Navy Counselor (NC) rating assigned as Command Career Counselor, all personnel possessing NEC 9588 assigned as the Command Career Counselor, and Instructors of Command Career Counselor Course (CIN): (A-501-0011) and (R-501-0005)."
(b) Additionally, USN/USNR(FTS) personnel and Selected Reservists designated as
Command or Unit Career Counselor at a Naval Reserve Activity who have successfully
completed the Career Information Course (CIN: R-501-0005) are authorized to wear the
badge. Designation as Command/Unit Career Counselor by the Commanding Officer shall
be required in writing.”

4. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 5, Description and Wear of Uniform
Components, Sweater, V-Neck, Article 3501.83.

Removed:

“Description
Black V-neck style pullover sweater, in both light (acrylic) and heavy (wool) weaves, with
fabric epaulets, shoulder and elbow patches. A Velcro backed, black leather nametag
(2”x4”) is required. (Refer to Article 5201.4b.) Identification badges are not authorized to
be worn on the sweater.

Correct Wear
The sweater is authorized for daily wear to and from work, in public places, onboard ship,
on base and station, and for attending working level meetings/briefings. Officers wear soft
shoulder boards on the epaulets. CPOs may wear soft shoulder boards on the epaulets
optionally until 1 October 2000, at which time they become mandatory. E6 and below
personnel wear no insignia on the sweater. Shirt collar is worn inside the sweater when a
tie is worn and outside the sweater when no tie is worn. For shipboard restrictions, refer to
article 1101.5e.”

Added

“Description
UNISEX sweater worn by male and female Sailors. Black V-neck style pullover sweater, in
both light (acrylic) and heavy (wool) weaves, with fabric epaulets, shoulder and elbow
patches. A Velcro backed, black leather nametag (2”x4”) is required. (Refer to Article
5201.4b.) Identification badges are not authorized to be worn on the sweater.

Correct Wear
The sweater is authorized for daily wear to and from work, in public places, onboard ship,
on base and station, and for attending working level meetings/briefings. Officers wear soft
shoulder boards on the epaulets. CPOs may wear soft shoulder boards on the epaulets
optionally until 1 October 2000, at which time they become mandatory. E6 and below
personnel wear no insignia on the sweater. Shirt collar is worn inside the sweater when a
tie is worn and outside the sweater when no tie is worn. For shipboard restrictions, refer to
article 1101.5e.”

5. Chapter 1, General Uniform Regulations, Section 3, Travel Uniform, Commuting,
Article 1301.1.5.b.

Removed:


1. NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal tasks and associated stops
(e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV, and dining) before,
during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. The area or regional
commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding
the wear of NWUs. Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU is authorized for
wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area
bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house offices, the white house and
executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while
metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU wear
is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas).”

**Added:**


1. NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal tasks and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV, and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding the wear of NWUs. Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while on metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas).”

6. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately Owned Protective Clothing, Submarine Sweater, New Article 6805.

**Added:**

“6805. Submarine Sweater.

1. **Background.** The submarine sweater is organizational clothing of unisex design worn by primarily by members of the Navy Submarine Force assigned to submarine duty. It is a pullover sweater, olive drab or brown in color, 5 button mock neck collar, and made of either 100 percent wool or 100 percent acrylic fabric.

2. **Occasion for Wear.** The submarine sweater is authorized for wear by Sailors serving on submarines, serving at Submarine Force commands and Submarine qualified Sailors serving at non-Submarine Force commands. The submarine sweater may be worn optionally with the Service Khaki Uniform (officers and chiefs) and the Navy Service Uniform (E1-E6).

3. **Manner of Wear.** The submarine sweater will be worn squarely over shoulders of coveralls or shirt of the Service Uniform with the collar of the shirt inside the sweater and a minimum of the lower two buttons fastened. The sleeves will be fully extended, but not beyond the lower knuckle of the thumb. A standard hook and loop (Velcro) back, 2 by 4 inch, black leather name tag, will be affixed to the sweater with Velcro fasteners to the upper left portion of the sweater for identification purposes. The information on the name tag will be in accordance with reference (a), Chapter 5, Section 2. The sweater will be free of snags, holes and piling of the fabric. Identification badges are not authorized to be worn on the sweater.”
7. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II) Article 6802.4.c.

**Removed:**
“c. Optional components include NWU Type I black fleece liner, desert tan or coyote brown rough-side out, 1 3/4 inch wide coyote brown one piece adjustable nylon webbing riggers belt with forged steel buckle, 1 ¾ inch wide black cotton belt with silver clip and buckle for E1-E6 and 1 ¼ inch wide khaki cotton belt with gold clip and buckle for officers and chiefs D-ring and hook and loop fastener, brown, green or black boot socks, earmuffs (with outer garments only) earrings (gold ball for female E-7 and above and silver ball for female E-6 and below), black leather gloves, sun hat, thermal underwear, matching pattern rain trousers and Navy approved hard hats.

**Added:**
“c. Optional components include NWU Type I black fleece liner, desert tan or coyote brown rough-side out boots, 1 3/4 inch wide coyote brown one piece adjustable nylon webbing riggers belt with forged steel buckle or with D-ring and hook and loop Velcro fastener, 1 ¾ inch wide black cotton belt with silver clip and buckle for E1-E6 and 1 ¼ inch wide khaki cotton or nylon belt with gold clip and buckle for officers and chiefs, brown, green or black boot socks, earmuffs (with outer garments only) earrings (gold ball for female E-7 and above and silver ball for female E-6 and below), black leather gloves, sun hat, thermal underwear, matching pattern rain trousers and Navy approved hard hats.”

8. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Officer Uniforms-Male, Working Uniforms, Navy Working Uniform, Occasions for Wear.

**Removed:**
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”

**Added:**
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”

9. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Officer Uniforms-Female, Working Uniforms, Navy Working Uniform (NWU), Occasions for Wear.

**Removed:**
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and
after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”

Added:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”


Removed:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”

Added:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”

11. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Chief Petty Officer Uniforms-Female, Working Uniforms, Navy Working Uniform (NWU), Occasions for Wear.

Removed:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”

Added:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear
is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”

12. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Enlisted (E6 and Below)-Male, Male Enlisted Working Uniforms, Navy Working Uniform (NWU), Occasions for Wear.

Removed:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”

Added:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”

13. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Enlisted (E6 and Below)-Female, Female Enlisted Working Uniforms, Navy Working Uniform (NWU), Occasions for Wear.

Removed:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”

Added:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.”
14. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Male Officer Working Uniforms, 
Navy Working Uniform Type III (NWU III), Occasions for Wear.

Removed:
"Occasions For Wear
NWU III wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs IIIs are not a liberty uniform. Consumption of alcohol while off-base in NWU IIIs is not permitted. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWU IIIs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU III is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU III wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU III is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas)."

Added:
"Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas)."

15. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Female Officer Working Uniforms, 
Navy Working Uniform Type III (NWU III), Occasions for Wear.

Removed:
"Occasions For Wear
NWU III wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs IIIs are not a liberty uniform. Consumption of alcohol while off-base in NWU IIIs is not permitted. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWU IIIs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU III is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU III wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU III is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas)."
Added:
"Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas)."

16. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Male Chief Petty Officer Working Uniforms, Navy Working Uniform Type III (NWU III), Occasions for Wear.

Removed:
"Occasions For Wear
NWU III wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs IIIs are not a liberty uniform. Consumption of alcohol while off-base in NWU IIIs is not permitted. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWU IIIs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU III is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU III wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU III is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas)."

Added:
"Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and
participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU wear is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas).”

17. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Female Chief Petty Officer Working Uniforms, Navy Working Uniform Type III (NWU III), Occasions for Wear.

Removed:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU III wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs IIIs are not a liberty uniform. Consumption of alcohol while off-base in NWU IIIs is not permitted. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWU IIIs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU III is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU III wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU III wear is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas).”

Added:
“Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU wear is authorized for
all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas).”

18. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Enlisted (E6 and Below), Male Enlisted Working Uniform, Navy Working Uniform Type III (NWU III), Occasions for Wear.

Removed:

"Occasions For Wear
NWU III wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs IIIs are not a liberty uniform. Consumption of alcohol while off-base in NWU IIIIs is not permitted. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWU IIIIs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU III is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU III wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU III is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas).”

Added:

"Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas).”

19. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Enlisted (E6 and Below), Female Enlisted Working Uniforms, Navy Working Uniform Type III (NWU III), Occasions for Wear.

Removed:

"Occasions For Wear
NWU III wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs IIIs are not a liberty uniform. Consumption of alcohol..."
while off-base in NWU IIIs is not permitted. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWU IIIs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU III is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU III wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU III is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas).”

Added:
Occasions For Wear
NWU wear is authorized for commuting and all normal task and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV and dining) before, during and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. The area or regional commander may further restrict uniform policies within their geographical limits regarding wear of the NWUs.

Within the National Capital Region (NCR) the NWU is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the pentagon building, national mall area bounded by capitol hill and surrounding senate and house staff offices, the white house and executive office building, state department and all monuments and memorials. Wear while in metro, public transportation and slug lines outside the pentagon is authorized. NWU wear is authorized in office environments at headquarters staffs outside these NCR areas. NWU is authorized for all Navy recruiting command recruiters in the continental United States (CONUS), Hawaii and Guam (e.g. malls, schools, normal recruiting areas).”

20. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802 (Title Name).
Removed:
“Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II/III)”

Added:
“Navy Working Uniform (NWU Type II)”

21. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6801.1.

Removed:
“1. DEFINITION. Organizational clothing is defined as any clothing loaned to an individual by a naval activity, for which there is a requirement above and beyond authorized Navy uniforms. It remains the property of the Navy and is returned to the activity when the individual is transferred. Organizational clothing includes such items as foul weather jackets, green/brown flight jackets, flight suits, coveralls, Command ball cap, etc. Organizational clothing is worn with working uniforms only while performing duties for which the garments
Added:
“1. DEFINITION. Organizational clothing is defined as any clothing loaned to an individual by a naval activity, for which there is a requirement above and beyond authorized Navy uniforms. It remains the property of the Navy and is returned to the activity when the individual is transferred. Organizational clothing includes such items as foul weather jackets, green/brown flight jackets, flight suits, coveralls, Command ball cap, etc. Organizational clothing is worn with working uniforms only while performing duties for which the garments are designed. The brown leather flight jacket is authorized for wear with service uniforms as described in <article 6803.2b(2)>.”

22. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.1.

Removed:
“6802. CAMOUFLAGE UNIFORMS (NAVY WORKING UNIFORM (NWU) TYPE II/III).

1. GENERAL. The NWU Type II (Desert) and NWU Type III (Woodland) uniforms are camouflage utility uniforms issued as organizational clothing. The initial issue of organizational clothing items, the required accoutrements (including nametags, rank devices, force badges, breast insignia, and other authorized devices), and the sewing of the accoutrements on the uniform are funded by the authorizing command. All costs associated with the survey of unserviceable organizational clothing items resulting from normal use and wear, and the reissue on a one-for-one replacement basis, will be borne by the authorizing command. Replacement of organizational clothing lost or rendered unserviceable due to negligence will be the assigned individual’s responsibility. Purchasing and wearing the NWU Type II/III uniform at the wearer’s expense is not authorized. The Chief of Naval Operations has approved the wearing of the NWU Type II/III as follows:

Added:
“6802. CAMOUFLAGE UNIFORMS (NAVY WORKING UNIFORM (NWU) TYPE II).

1. GENERAL. The NWU Type II (Desert) is designated as a camouflage utility uniform and issued as organizational clothing. The initial issue of organizational clothing items, the required accoutrements (including nametags, rank devices, force badges, breast insignia, and other authorized devices), and the sewing of the accoutrements on the uniform are funded by the authorizing command. All costs associated with the survey of unserviceable organizational clothing items resulting from normal use and wear, and the reissue on a one-for-one replacement basis, will be borne by the authorizing command. Replacement of organizational clothing lost or rendered unserviceable due to negligence will be the assigned individual’s responsibility. Purchasing and wearing the NWU Type II uniform at the wearer’s expense is not authorized. The Chief of Naval Operations has approved the wearing of the NWU Type II as follows:

23. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.1.b (1-21), c (1,2,3).

Removed:
   b. Authorization for Daily Wear of NWU Type III. The following commands are approved for daily wear of the NWU Type III:
(1) NSW and Sailors assigned to NSW Units.
(2) Naval Expeditionary Combat Command (NECC) Forces.
(3) Navy Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC).
(4) Naval Beach Group (NBG) Commands.
(5) Naval Education Training Centers responsible for training NECC/NBG/NSW core rates (specifically, Center for EOD and Diving, Center for Seabees and Facilities Engineering, Center for SEAL/Special Warfare Combat-craft crewman, and Expeditionary Warfare Training Groups).
(6) Navy Expeditionary Medical Support Command.
(7) Occupational Support Health Units.
(8) Strategic Command Wing ONE/Task Force 124.
(9) Fleet Readiness Center Northwest.
(10) Commander Patrol and Reconnaissance Wing (CTF 57).
(11) Expeditionary Naval Aviation units directly ISO USMC and NSW operations.
(12) Navy Experimental Diving Unit.
(13) Commander Submarine Development Squadron 5 (Saturation Projects).
(14) Naval Research Laboratory Site Detachment Sea Component.
(15) Naval Support Activity Thurmont.
(16) Seabee/CEC assigned to United States Marine Corps activities, to include MCB Kaneohe Bay, Camp Butler Okinawa, MCAS Iwakuni, MCB Quantico.
(17) Overseas Shore Commands non-NSW personnel previously wearing the CUU Desert Uniform.
(18) United States Coast Guard (USCG) personnel are authorized to wear the NWU Type III in compliance with this regulation and applicable NAVADMIN messages. Funding is the responsibility of USCG.
(19) Commander Patrol and Reconnaissance Wing (CTF 67).
(20) Commander Patrol and Reconnaissance Wing (CTF 68); NAVSPEC Task Force Europe.

Authorization for Deployment and Pre-deployment Training Wear of NWU Type III:

(1) A consolidated list of commands approved by the Chief of Naval Personnel is maintained on the U.S. Navy Uniforms website: http://www.npc.navy.mil/bupers-npc/support/uniforms/PublishingImages/Approved%20Commands%20via%20UMO.xlsx
(2) Fleet Commander (USFF and PACFLT) have authorizing authority for wear of the NWU Type III for deployment and pre-deployment work-up/training. Those commands authorized wear by USFF and PACFLT for deployment and deployment training will purchase NWU Type III uniforms and components via command OPTAR.
(3) When not in a deployment or pre-deployment training status, personnel will wear the NWU Type I or Service Uniform as appropriate. Daily wear of the NWU TYPE III in CONUS is not authorized for those commands designated for deployment and pre-deployment training wear only.”

24. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.2.a.

Removed:
“a. The NWU Type II/III are of unisex design and include the Navy’s logo anchor, constitution, and eagle (ACE) design in the print of the fabric. The NWU Type II/III coloring schemes consist of two unique four-shaded digital camouflage profiles (Desert and
Woodland-figure 6-8-1 and figure 6-8-2) developed by Naval Special Warfare (NSW) under the authority and guidance of United States Special Operations command for NSW and Maritime Special Operations Forces.

**Added:**

“a. The NWU Type II is of unisex design and include the Navy’s logo anchor, constitution, and eagle (ACE) design in the print of the fabric. The NWU Type II coloring scheme consist of two unique four-shaded digital camouflage profiles (Desert figure 6-8-1) developed by Naval Special Warfare (NSW) under the authority and guidance of United States Special Operations command for NSW and Maritime Special Operations Forces.”

25. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.3.a(1)(2).

**Removed:**

“(1) NWU Type II/III wear is authorized for commuting and all normal tasks and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV, and dining) before, during, and after the workday. Since NWUs are not a liberty uniform, consumption of alcohol while off-base in NWUs is not permitted. Per Article 1201.2, the area of Regional Commander may further restrict policy within their geographic limits.

(2) The NWU Type II/III is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the Pentagon building (Metro, public transportation, and slug lines are authorized) and the National Mall area bounded by Capitol Hill and surrounding Senate and House Staff offices, the White House and Executive Office Building, State Department and all monuments and memorials. Wear on CONUS commercial travel is authorized only on military and government contracted flights between military airfield installations (e.g. NAS Oceana to NAS Fallon). The NWU’s are not authorized for wear during commercial travel (e.g. airlines, railways, or bus). However, wear on commuter transportation (e.g. MetroRail, MetroBus, commuter bus, VRE, ferries) is authorized.”

**Added:**

“(1) NWU Type II wear is authorized for commuting and all normal tasks and associated stops (e.g. stops at child care, gas stations, off-base shopping, banking, DMV, and dining) before, during, and after the workday. NWUs are not a liberty uniform. After normal working hours, NWU wear is not permitted while conducting official business, when business attire is appropriate and participating in social events. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs off base is not permitted. Consumption of alcohol in NWUs on base is authorized as promulgated by regional commanders. Per Article 1201.2, the area of Regional Commander may further restrict policy within their geographic limits.

(2) The NWU Type II is authorized for wear at all locations with the exception of inside the Pentagon building (Metro, public transportation, and slug lines are authorized) and the National Mall area bounded by Capitol Hill and surrounding Senate and House Staff offices, the White House and Executive Office Building, State Department and all monuments and memorials. Wear on CONUS commercial travel is authorized only on military and government contracted flights between military airfield installations (e.g. NAS Oceana to NAS Fallon). The NWU’s are not authorized for wear during commercial travel (e.g. airlines, railways, or bus). However, wear on commuter transportation (e.g. MetroRail, MetroBus, commuter bus, VRE, ferries) is authorized.”

26. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.3.b (2).
Removed:
“2) Upon entering or departing CONUS, personnel on official travel transferring to and from any AOR are authorized to wear the NWU TYPE II/III only on U.S. Flag commercial airlines and government contracted flights. Personnel will only wear the NWU Type II/III at the CONUS port of entry or debarkation and will not wear NWUs when arriving or departing any OCONUS civilian airport point of debarkation/entry at the APOD/E. Personnel will wear civilian clothes per PARA 3.b.(1), when debarking at the APOD/E. NWUs will be clean and present a sharp military appearance.”

Added:
“2) Upon entering or departing CONUS, personnel on official travel transferring to and from any AOR are authorized to wear the NWU TYPE II only on U.S. Flag commercial airlines and government contracted flights. Personnel will only wear the NWU Type II at the CONUS port of entry or debarkation and will not wear NWUs when arriving or departing any OCONUS civilian airport point of debarkation/entry at the APOD/E. Personnel will wear civilian clothes per PARA 3.b.(1), when debarking at the APOD/E. NWUs will be clean and present a sharp military appearance.

27. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.3.b (4).

Removed:
“(4) Travel in NWUs is not authorized on any commercial carrier for any reason other than stipulated in this guidance. Personnel are authorized to wear the NWU type III when a FR uniform is not required.”

Added:
“(4) Travel in NWUs is not authorized on any commercial carrier for any reason other than stipulated in this guidance.”

28. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.

Removed:
“5. MANNER OF WEAR. Standards of appearance for all personnel wearing the NWU Type II/III uniform are as follows:

Added:
“5. MANNER OF WEAR. Standards of appearance for all personnel wearing the NWU Type II uniform is as follows:”

29. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.a.

Removed:
“a. Headgear. The following headgear may be worn with the NWU Type II/III:”

Added:
“a. Headgear. The following headgear may be worn with the NWU Type II:”
30. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.a(4).

Removed.
“(4) Navy and Command Ball Cap (navy blue and coyote brown in color) are authorized optional headgear worn with the Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II and III. Wear squarely on the head, with bottom edge parallel to and 1-1/2 inch above the eyebrows. The eight-point cover will remain the basic uniform component cover for the NWU Type II and III and thus the only appropriate cover for wear during personnel inspections, special occasions and as determined by the commanding officer.”

Added:
“(4) Navy and Command Ball Cap (navy blue and coyote brown in color) are authorized optional headgear worn with the Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II. Wear squarely on the head, with bottom edge parallel to and 1-1/2 inch above the eyebrows. The eight-point cover will remain the basic uniform component cover for the NWU Type II and thus the only appropriate cover for wear during personnel inspections, special occasions and as determined by the commanding officer.”

31. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.b.

Removed:
“b. Undershirts. Undershirts shall be brown, cotton, quarter-length sleeve, with an elliptical (crew-neck) collar. Organization issued or personally purchased thermal underwear is authorized to be worn underneath the NWU Type II/III undershirt and trousers. Thermal underwear will not be visible.”

Added:
“b. Undershirts. Undershirts shall be brown, cotton, quarter-length sleeve, with an elliptical (crew-neck) collar. Organization issued or personally purchased thermal underwear is authorized to be worn underneath the NWU Type II undershirt and trousers. Thermal underwear will not be visible.”

32. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.d.

Removed:
“d. NWU Type II/III Blouse. Normal wear of the blouse is outside the waistband of the NWU Type II/III trousers. When directed by appropriate authority, the blouse will be worn inside the trouser waistband (tucked in). When worn in garrison, the mandarin collar folds down flat and the neck tab extension is secured under the left collar with hook and loop fastener tape (Velcro). For tactical application only (such as when wearing chemical biological radiation gear, body vest armor and carrying weapons with a sling) the collar is worn in the up position with the Velcro tab pulled across the center of the neck and secured to the underside of the opposite collar. Sleeves may be rolled up as directed by appropriate authority. When authorized, NWU Type II/III sleeves will be rolled (cuff right side out) forming a roll approximately 3 inches wide band covered by the cuff of the shirt (the outside fabric of the NWU Type II/III will show). The termination point of the roll is approximately 2
inches above the elbow. This manner of sleeve roll presents a short sleeve appearance and facilitates expeditious de-rolling and fastening during emergent situations. Force/Command/Unit logo patches are authorized on the NWU Type III. Patches shall be subdued in color and shall not exceed three inches in any dimension (height, width, length).”

**Added:**
"d. NWU Type II Blouse. Normal wear of the blouse is outside the waistband of the NWU Type II trousers. When directed by appropriate authority, the blouse will be worn inside the trouser waistband (tucked in). When worn in garrison, the mandarin collar folds down flat and the neck tab extension is secured under the left collar with hook and loop fastener tape (Velcro). For tactical application only (such as when wearing chemical biological radiation gear, body vest armor and carrying weapons with a sling) the collar is worn in the up position with the Velcro tab pulled across the center of the neck and secured to the underside of the opposite collar. Sleeves may be rolled up as directed by appropriate authority. When authorized, NWU Type II sleeves will be rolled (cuff right side out) forming a roll approximately 3 inches wide band covered by the cuff of the shirt (the outside fabric of the NWU Type II will show). The termination point of the roll is approximately 2 inches above the elbow. This manner of sleeve roll presents a short sleeve appearance and facilitates expeditious de-rolling and fastening during emergent situations.”

33. **Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.e.**

**Removed:**
“e. NWU Type II/III Trousers. Normal wear of the trousers is fastened fully on the waist with belt buckle centered over the trouser fastener. The trouser legs shall be bloused with blousing straps so the blouse covers the top three rows of eyelets. When authorized to wear the trousers un-bloused, the trouser leg length will not extend below the bottom of the boot heel.”

**Added:**
“e. NWU Type II Trousers. Normal wear of the trousers is fastened fully on the waist with belt buckle centered over the trouser fastener. The trouser legs shall be bloused with blousing straps so the blouse covers the top three rows of eyelets. When authorized to wear the trousers un-bloused, the trouser leg length will not extend below the bottom of the boot heel.”

34. **Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.g.**

**Removed:**
“g. Footwear. Authorized footwear worn with the NWU Type II/III is the Navy certified desert tan or brown rough-side out boots (including optional American National Standards Institute (ANSI) approved safety boots). Smooth black leather and rough-side out boots are also authorized. Smooth leather boots will be blackened and buffed when worn in garrison. Bootlaces will be tucked in a manner to present a well-kept appearance.”

**Added:**
“g. Footwear. Authorized footwear worn with the NWU Type II is the Navy certified desert tan or brown rough-side out boots (including optional American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) approved safety boots). Smooth black leather and rough-side out boots are also authorized. Smooth leather boots will be blackened and buffed when worn in garrison. Bootlaces will be tucked in a manner to present a well-kept appearance."

35. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.h.

Removed:
"h. Parka. The parka is the standard outerwear worn with the NWU Type II/III. It has a detachable coyote brown fleece liner that provides extra protection during cold weather."

Added:
"h. Parka. The parka is the standard outerwear worn with the NWU Type II. It has a detachable coyote brown fleece liner that provides extra protection during cold weather."

36. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.i.

Removed:
"i. Parka Fleece Liner. The coyote brown and black parka fleece liners are authorized optional outer garments that may be worn with the NWU Type II/III. When worn as an outer garment, the fleece liner shall be zipped at least 3/4 up, cover the NWU blouse, with the appropriate slip on rank insignia displayed for E4 through O10 personnel. The fleece is interchangeable with both Type II and III."

Added:
"i. Parka Fleece Liner. The coyote brown and black parka fleece liners are authorized optional outer garments that may be worn with the NWU Type II. When worn as an outer garment, the fleece liner shall be zipped at least 3/4 up, cover the NWU blouse, with the appropriate slip on rank insignia displayed for E4 through O10 personnel."

37. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.j.

Removed:
"j. Female Maternity Uniform. Matching pattern maternity uniforms are available for the NWU Type III only. Appropriate authority may authorize the NWU Type III uniform for wear by pregnant unit members as a substitute for other the maternity NWU Type I uniforms., should they desire to maintain uniformity throughout their commands. If worn, it will be embroidered with the following:"

Added:
"j. Female Maternity Uniform. Matching pattern maternity uniforms are available for the NWU Type III only. Appropriate authority may authorize the NWU Type III uniform for wear by pregnant unit members as a substitute for the NWU Type II. If worn, it will be embroidered with the following:"
Removed:
“k. Gloves. When worn with outer garments, black leather gloves are authorized for wear with the NWU Type II/III uniform.”

Added:
“k. Gloves. When worn with outer garments, black leather gloves are authorized for wear with the NWU Type II uniform.”

39. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.n(1).

Removed:
“(1) All rank/rate, service and name tapes, breast insignia, warfare pins, and identification badges will be embroidered on either NWU Type II material or NWU Type III material without black ink pixels on the NWU Type III print.

Added:
“(1) All rank/rate, service and name tapes, breast insignia, warfare pins, and identification badges will be embroidered on NWU Type II pattern fabric strips.”

40. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.n(2).

Removed:
“(2) Cap insignia (rate/rank) will be worn centered on the front of the NWU Type II/III eight point cap by all Officers, Chief Petty Officers, and Petty Officers. The bottom of the insignia will be approximately 1 1/4-inch from the visor.”

Added:
“(2) Cap insignia (rate/rank) will be worn centered on the front of the NWU Type II eight point cap by all Officers, Chief Petty Officers, and Petty Officers. The bottom of the insignia will be approximately 1 1/4-inch above the top of the visor.”

41. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.o(4).

Removed:
(4) Rating specialty insignias and staff corps devices (with the exception of Navy Chaplains Staff Corps insignia) are not authorized to be worn on the NWU Type II/III.”

Added:
“(4) Rating specialty insignias and staff corps devices (with the exception of Navy Chaplains Staff Corps insignia) are not authorized to be worn on the NWU Type II.”

42. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.p.

Removed:
“p. Chaplain Corps Staff Insignia: Navy Chaplains serving in units authorized to wear the
NWU Type II/III may wear the Chaplain Corps Staff Insignia on the NWU Type II/III.”

**Added:**
“p. Chaplain Corps Staff Insignia: Navy Chaplains serving in units authorized to wear the
NWU Type II may wear the Chaplain Corps Staff Insignia on the NWU Type II.”

**43. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and
Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform
(NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.p(1).**

**Removed:**
“(1) Description. A 1 1/2-inch by 1 1/2-inch matching NWU Type II or III fabric patch with
embroidered Chaplain Corps insignia centered on the fabric. The Chaplain Corps insignia
shall be embroidered with black thread and positioned upright on the fabric patch.”

**Added:**
“(1) Description. A 1 1/2-inch by 1 1/2-inch matching NWU Type II fabric patch with
embroidered Chaplain Corps insignia centered on the fabric. The Chaplain Corps insignia
shall be embroidered with black thread and positioned upright on the fabric patch.”

**44. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and
Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform
(NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.q.**

**Removed:**
“q. Breast Insignia. The Breast Insignia will be embroidered in the applicable matching
fabric strip of the NWU Type II/III pattern and worn as follows:”

**Added:**
“q. Breast Insignia. The Breast Insignia will be embroidered in the applicable matching
fabric strip of the NWU Type II pattern and worn as follows:”

**45. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and
Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform
(NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.q(1).**

**Removed:**
“(1) Command Insignia (Command-at-Sea, Command Ashore/Project Manager) is worn on
the NWU Type II/III blouse above the right pocket centered 1/4-inch above the name strip.
The Command insignia shall be embroidered on a strip of the applicable matching NWU
Type II/III fabric.”

**Added:**
“(1) Command Insignia (Command-at-Sea, Command Ashore/Project Manager) is worn on
the NWU Type II blouse above the right pocket centered 1/4-inch above the name
strip. The Command insignia shall be embroidered on a strip of the applicable matching
NWU Type II fabric.”

**46. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and
Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform
(NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.q(2).**
Removed:
(2) When applicable, a maximum of two warfare/qualification insignia may be worn on the NWU Type II/III. The size of the fabric on which they are embroidered will be rectangular and the approximate size of the breast insignia. The primary breast insignia will be worn centered above and flush with the “U.S. Navy” identification marking on the blouse. The secondary breast insignia will be worn centered on the left pocket flap. Enlisted (E1-E10) personnel authorized to wear two warfare/qualification insignia and an identification badge may wear the primary and secondary warfare/qualification insignia centered and flush above the “U.S. Navy” identification marking on the blouse. Primary and secondary warfare insignia positions will be as prescribed in <article 5201.2.c.3>.”

Added:
“(2) When applicable, a maximum of two warfare/qualification insignia may be worn on the NWU Type II. The size of the fabric on which they are embroidered will be rectangular and the approximate size of the breast insignia. The primary breast insignia will be worn centered above and flush with the “U.S. Navy” identification marking on the blouse. The secondary breast insignia will be worn centered on the left pocket flap. Qualifying Sailors (officers and enlisted) are authorized to wear two warfare/qualification insignia (primary and secondary) centered and flush above the “U.S. Navy” identification marking on the blouse.”

47. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.r.

Removed:
“r. Identification Badges. The following identification badges are authorized to be worn on the NWU Type II/III: Navy Fleet/Force /Command Master, Senior, Chief badges, Command Career Counselor, Recruit Division Commander, and Security/Law Enforcement. The wearing of authorized badges is as follows:"

Added:
“r. Identification Badges. The following identification badges are authorized to be worn on the NWU Type II: Navy Fleet/Force /Command Master, Senior, Chief badges, Command Career Counselor, Recruit Division Commander, and Security/Law Enforcement. The wearing of authorized badges is as follows:”

48. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.r(1).

Removed:
“(1) All enlisted personnel will wear identification badges on the NWU Type II/III blouse centered on the wearer's left pocket flap.”

Added:
“(1) All enlisted personnel will wear identification badges on the NWU Type II blouse centered on the wearer's left pocket flap.”

49. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.r(3).
Removed:
“(3) Post-tour command insignia will be embroidered on a strip of the applicable NWU Type II/III fabric and worn on the left pocket flap centered one-fourth of an inch below the service tape (U.S. NAVY).”

Added:
“(3) Post-tour command insignia will be embroidered on a strip of the applicable NWU Type II fabric and worn on the left pocket flap centered one-fourth of an inch below the service tape (U.S. NAVY).”

50. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.r(4).

Removed:
“(4) Identification badges, with exception of Command Senior Enlisted Advisor badges, shall be embroidered on a strip of the applicable matching NWU Type II/III fabric. Command Senior Enlisted Identification Badges are an embroidered oval and shall be brown or green respectively for Type II and Type III.”

Added:
“(4) Identification badges, with the exception of Command Senior Enlisted Advisor badges, shall be embroidered on a strip of the applicable matching NWU Type II fabric. Command Senior Enlisted Identification Badges are an embroidered oval and shall be brown.”

51. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.s(1).

Removed:
“(1) NWU Type II/III Blouse.

Added:
“(1) NWU Type II Blouse.”

52. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.s(1.c).

Removed:
“(c) Rating badges will not be worn or stenciled on the NWU Type II/III.”

Added:
“(c) Rating badges will not be worn or stenciled on the NWU Type II.”

53. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.s.1(d).

Removed:
“(d) The Seabee force logo (authorized for Seabees, Civil Engineer Corps Officers and Navy personnel assigned to Naval Construction Force units) is the only authorized force/unit logo worn on the NWU Type II/III. It may be worn on the wearer's right breast pocket. When
worn the Seabee logo shall be embroidered on the pocket centered on the pocket below the pocket flap and shall not exceed 3-1/2 inches in length/width/diameter. The orientation of the logo shall point toward the center of the chest for NWU Type I/II/III.”

**Added:**
“(d) The Seabee force logo (authorized for Seabees, Civil Engineer Corps Officers and Navy personnel assigned to Naval Construction Force units) is the only authorized force/unit logo worn on the NWU Type II. It may be worn on the wearer’s right breast pocket. When worn the Seabee logo shall be embroidered on the pocket centered on the pocket below the pocket flap and shall not exceed 3-1/2 inches in length/width/diameter. The orientation of the logo shall point toward the center of the chest for NWU Type II.”

54. **Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.s.1(f).**

**Removed:**
“(f) Navy certified subdued matching NWU Type II/III pattern Don’t Tread On Me (DTOM) and Reverse U.S. Flag (Reverse Flag) patches are authorized for wear. In garrison, per unit commander discretion a non-tactical DTOM and Reverse Flag patch is authorized for wear. During tactical deployment training evolutions and tactical operations the tactical DTOM and Reverse Flag patches may be worn when issued by the command and at the unit commanding officer or Task Force Commander discretion. Wear DTOM patches on the wearer’s left upper arm pocket flap. Wear Reverse Flag patches on the wearer’s right upper arm pocket flap.”

**Added:**
“(f) Navy certified subdued matching NWU Type II pattern Don’t Tread On Me (DTOM) and Reverse U.S. Flag (Reverse Flag) patches are authorized for wear as shoulder patches on the NWU Type II. In garrison, per unit commander discretion a non-tactical DTOM and Reverse Flag patch is authorized for wear. During tactical deployment training evolutions and tactical operations the tactical DTOM and Reverse Flag patches may be worn when issued by the command and at the unit commanding officer or Task Force Commander discretion. Wear DTOM patches on the wearer’s left upper arm pocket flap. Wear Reverse Flag patches on the wearer’s right upper arm pocket flap.”

55. **Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.s.1(g).**

**Removed:**
“(g) Velcro (hook and loop fastener) attachments during tactical operations: Velcro attached accoutrements are authorized for wear and removal on the NWU Type II/III at the discretion of the Navy Unit Commander and approval from the Task Force or Joint Task Force Commander during tactical operations. Accoutrements include service tape, name tape, command insignia, all identification badges and all breast insignia.”

**Added:**
“(g) Velcro (hook and loop fastener) attachments during tactical operations: Velcro attached accoutrements are authorized for wear on the NWU Type II at the discretion of the Navy Unit Commander and approval from the Task Force or Joint Task Force Commander during tactical operations. Hook and loop fastener accoutrements include service tape, name tape, command insignia, all identification badges and all breast insignia.”
56. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.s.2.

**Removed:**
“(2) NWU Type II/III Trousers. A fabric strip containing the wearer's surname will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the right rear trouser pocket.”

**Added:**
“(2) NWU Type II Trousers. A fabric strip containing the wearer's surname will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the right rear trouser pocket.”

57. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.s.3(a).

**Removed:**
“(a) The NWU Type II/III blouse may be removed on job sites or in work spaces.”

**Added:**
“(a) The NWU Type II blouse may be removed on job sites or in work spaces.”

58. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.s.3(b).

**Removed:**
“(b) The NWU Type II/III trousers may be worn un-bloused on job sites or in workspaces.”

**Added:**
“(b) The NWU Type II trousers may be worn un-bloused on job sites or in workspaces at the discretion of the unit commander.”

59. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.s.3(e).

**Removed:**
“(e) Organization issued or personally purchased thermal underwear is authorized to be worn underneath the NWU Type II/III undershirt and trousers. Thermal underwear will not be visible.”

**Added:**
“(e) Organization issued or personally purchased thermal underwear is authorized to be worn underneath the NWU Type II undershirt and trousers. When worn, thermal underwear will not be visible.”

60. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.t.

**Removed:**
“t. Care and Cleaning. The following instructions must be followed when caring for the NWU Type II/III in order to maximize service life and maintain optimum performance:

**Added:**
“t. Care and Cleaning. The following instructions must be followed when caring for the NWU Type II in order to maximize service life and maintain optimum performance:”

**61. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802.5.t(2).**

**Removed:**
“(2) Do not starch the Type II and III under any circumstances. The use of starch and any process that involves dry-cleaning or a steam press will adversely affect the treatments and durability of the uniform and is not authorized.”

**Added:**
“(2) Do not starch the Type II under any circumstances. The use of starch and any process that involves dry-cleaning or a steam press will adversely affect the treatments and durability of the uniform and is not authorized.”

**62. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 8, Organizational Clothing and Privately owned Protective Clothing, Camouflage Uniforms (Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type II), Article 6802, Figure 6-8-2.**

**Remove:**

![NWU Type III (Woodland)](image)

**63. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Officer Uniforms-Male, Working Uniform, Coveralls, Optional Components.**
Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Coyote Brown, Blue, Crewneck  Article 3603.2”

64. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Officer Uniforms-Female, Working Uniform, Coveralls, Optional Components.

Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Coyote Brown, Blue, Crewneck  Article 3603.2”

65. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Male, Working Uniform, Coveralls, Optional Components.

Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Coyote Brown, Blue, Crewneck  Article 3603.2”

66. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Chief Petty Officer Uniforms-Female, Working Uniform Coveralls, Optional Components.

Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Coyote Brown, Blue, Crewneck  Article 3603.2”

67. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Enlisted (E6 and Below) Male, Working Uniform, Coveralls, Optional Components.

Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Coyote Brown, Blue, Crewneck  Article 3603.2”

68. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Enlisted (E6 and Below) Female, Working Uniform, Coveralls, Optional Components.

Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Coyote Brown, Blue, Crewneck  Article 3603.2”

69. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignias/, Section 1, Identification Badges, Eligibility and Description of Authorized Identification Badges, Article 5101.3.k.2.

Removed:
Added:

70. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 7, Maternity Uniforms, Description of Maternity Uniform Components, Article 6702.2.d (1).

Removed:
“d. Service Khaki
   (1) Shirt. Made of authorized khaki fabric, with short sleeves, and two breast pockets with button flaps. The shirt has an open collar forming a V-neck. Officers and Chief Petty Officers wear collar insignia.”

Added:
“d. Service Khaki
   (1) Shirt. Made of authorized khaki fabric, with short sleeves, and two side seam pockets at waistline. The shirt has an open collar forming a V-neck. Officers and Chief Petty Officers wear collar insignia.”

71. Chapter 6, Special Uniform Situations, Section 7, Maternity Uniforms, Description of Maternity Uniform Components, Article 6702.2.e (1).

Removed:
“e. Service Uniform
   (1) Shirt. Made of authorized khaki fabric, with short sleeves, and two breast pockets with button flaps. The shirt has an open collar forming a V-neck. For E2-E6 personnel, anodized (highly polished) miniature rank/collar devices (article 4227) shall be worn on both shirt collars points.”

Added:
“e. Service Uniform
   (1) Shirt. Made of authorized khaki fabric, with short sleeves, and two side seam pockets at waistline. The shirt has an open collar forming a V-neck. For E2-E6 personnel,
anodized (highly polished) miniature rank/collar devices (article 4227) shall be worn on both shirt collars points.”

72. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Officer Uniforms-Male, Working Uniform, Coveralls, Basic Components.

Deleted:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Blue, Crew Neck Article 3603.3”

Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Crewneck Article 3603.2”

73. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Officer Uniforms-Female, Working Uniform, Coveralls, Basic Components.

Deleted:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Blue, Crew Neck Article 3603.3”

Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Crewneck Article 3603.2”

74. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Male, Working Uniform, Coveralls, Basic Components.

Deleted:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Blue, Crew Neck Article 3603.3”

Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Crewneck Article 3603.2”

75. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Chief Petty Officer Uniforms-Female, Working Uniform Coveralls, Basic Components.

Deleted:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Blue, Crew Neck Article 3603.3”

Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Crewneck Article 3603.2”

76. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Enlisted (E6 and Below) Male, Working Uniform, Coveralls, Basic Components.

Deleted:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Blue, Crew Neck Article 3603.3”

Added:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Crewneck Article 3603.2”

77. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Enlisted (E6 and Below) Female, Working Uniform, Coveralls, Basic Components.

Deleted:
“Undershirt, Cotton, Blue, Crew Neck Article 3603.3”
Added:
"Undershirt, Cotton, Crewneck  Article 3603.2

78. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 5, Description and Wear of Uniform Components, Undershirt, Article 3603.2.

Deleted.
"Description
Navy blue or coyote brown, plain without lettering or designs, made of 100%cotton, quarter-length sleeve, with an elliptical (crew-neck) collar.

Correct Wear
The navy blue undershirt is worn with the NWU Type I and coveralls. The coyote brown undershirt is worn with the NWU Type II and III. Wear right side out, front of shirt to front of body. Organizationally issued or personally purchased thermal underwear is authorized for wear underneath the undershirt and will not be visible when worn.

Ownership
Last name and initials on the outside of the front, 1 inch from the bottom of the shirt and at right of the center"

Added.
"Description
Navy blue or coyote brown, plain without lettering or designs, made of 100%cotton, quarter-length sleeve, with an elliptical (crew-neck) collar.

Correct Wear
Wear right side out, front of shirt to front of body. The navy blue undershirt is worn with the NWU Type I and optionally worn with coveralls. The coyote brown undershirt is worn with the NWU Type II, III and optionally (blue or coyote brown) worn with the coveralls. Organizationally issued or personally purchased thermal underwear is authorized for wear underneath the undershirt and will not be visible when worn.

Ownership
Last name and initials on the outside of the front, 1 inch from the bottom of the shirt and at right of the center"

79. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 5, Description and Wear of Uniform Components, Undershirt, White, Article 3501.101.

Deleted.
"Description
Made of white cotton or poly/cotton. May be sleeveless, V-neck, or crew neck.

Correct Wear
Wear right side out, front of shirt to front of body. Crew neck shirts must be worn with Jumper Style uniforms, Coveralls, and with all uniforms aboard ship and in areas where an industrial fire hazard exists. Other than as required above, women may wear undershirts optionally at shore commands, except with utility and jumper style uniforms crew neck shirts are required. For shipboard restrictions, refer to article 1101.5.
Ownership Markings
On outside of the front, 1 inch from the bottom of the shirt and at right of the center.”

Added.
"Description
Made of white cotton or poly/cotton. May be sleeveless, V-neck, or crew neck.

Correct Wear
Wear right side out, front of shirt to front of body. Crew neck shirts must be worn with Jumper Style uniforms and with all uniforms aboard ship and in areas where an industrial fire hazard exists. Other than as required above, women may wear undershirts optionally at shore commands, except when wearing utility and jumper style uniforms, crew neck undershirts are required. For shipboard restrictions, refer to article 1101.5.

Ownership Markings
On outside of the front, 1 inch from the bottom of the shirt and at right of the center.”

80. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia/, Section 1, Identification Badges, Article 5101.3.h.(3).b.

Deleted.

“(b) Women

- Center the badge 1/4 inch above the coat/shirt pocket or above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia. <Figure 5-2-1>.

- On the NWU's, center the badge between the lower point of the flap and bottom of the pocket, midway between the sides. <Figure 5-2-1>.”

Added.

“Women

- Identification badges worn above the pocket will be worn centered 1/4 inch above the left coat or shirt pocket or 1/4 inch above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia <Figure 5-2-1>. On the NWU's, center the identification badge on the left pocket flap.

- Identification badges may optionally be worn on the corresponding right side of the coat or shirt centered 1/4 inch above the name tag.”

81. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia/, Section 1, Identification Badges, Presidential Service Badge, Article 5101.3. a (3.(b)).

Deleted.

“(b) Women

- Center the badge 1/4 inch above the coat/shirt pocket or above authorized ribbons/name tag/incumbent command insignia.”
Added.

“Women

- Identification badges worn above the pocket will be worn centered 1/4 inch above the left coat or shirt pocket or 1/4 inch above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia <Figure 5-2-1>.

- Identification badges may optionally be worn on the corresponding right side of the coat or shirt centered 1/4 inch above the name tag.”

82. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia/, Section 1, Identification Badges, Vice Presidential Service Badge, Article 5101.3. b (3.(b)).

Deleted.

“(b) Women

- Center the badge 1/4 inch above the coat/shirt pocket or above authorized ribbons/name tag/incumbent command insignia.”

Added.

“Women

- Identification badges worn above the pocket will be worn centered 1/4 inch above the left coat or shirt pocket or 1/4 inch above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia <Figure 5-2-1>.

- Identification badges may optionally be worn on the corresponding right side of the coat or shirt centered 1/4 inch above the name tag.”

83. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia/, Section 1, Identification Badges, Office of Secretary of Defense Badge, Article 5101.3. c (3.(b)).

Deleted.

“(b) Women

- Wear the designated size badge. (See para.(d) in this section.)

- Center the badge 1/4 inch above the coat/shirt pocket or above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia. <Figure 5-2-1>.”

Added.

“Women

- Wear the designated size badge. (See para.(d) in this section.)
- Identification badges worn above the pocket will be worn centered 1/4 inch above the left coat or shirt pocket or 1/4 inch above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia <Figure 5-2-1>.

- Identification badges may optionally be worn on the corresponding right side of the coat or shirt centered 1/4 inch above the name tag.”

84. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia/, Section 1, Identification Badges, Joint Chiefs of Staff Badge, Article 5101.3. d (3.(b)).

Deleted.

“(b) Women

- Wear the designated size badge. (See paragraph (d) in this section.)

- Center the badge 1/4 inch above the coat/shirt pocket or above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia. <Figure 5-2-1>.”

Added.

“Women

- Wear the designated size badge. (See para.(d) in this section.)

- Identification badges worn above the pocket will be worn centered 1/4 inch above the left coat or shirt pocket or 1/4 inch above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia <Figure 5-2-1>.

- Identification badges may optionally be worn on the corresponding right side of the coat or shirt centered 1/4 inch above the name tag.”

85. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia/, Section 1, Identification Badges, Recruiting Command Badge, Article 5101.3. f (3.(b)).

Deleted.

“(b) Women

- Center the badge 1/4 inch above the coat/shirt pocket or above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia. <Figure 5-2-1>.”

Added.

“Women

- Identification badges worn above the pocket will be worn centered 1/4 inch above the left coat or shirt pocket or 1/4 inch above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia <Figure 5-2-1>. On the NWU's, center the identification badge on the left pocket flap.”
- Identification badges may optionally be worn on the corresponding right side of the coat or shirt centered 1/4 inch above the name tag.”

86. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia/, Section 1, Identification Badges, Career Counselor Command Badge, Article 5101.3. g (3.(b)).

Deleted.

“(b) Women

- Center the badge 1/4 inch above the coat/shirt pocket or above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia. <Figure 5-2-1>.”

Added.

“Women

- Identification badges worn above the pocket will be worn centered 1/4 inch above the left coat or shirt pocket or 1/4 inch above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia <Figure 5-2-1>. On the NWU’s, center the identification badge on the left pocket flap.”

- Identification badges may optionally be worn on the corresponding right side of the coat or shirt centered 1/4 inch above the name tag.”

87. Chapter 5, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia/, Section 1, Identification Badges, Merchant Marine Service Emblem Badge, Article 5101.3. i (3.(b)).

“(b) Women

- Center the badge 1/4 inch above the coat/shirt pocket or above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia. <Figure 5-2-1>.”

Added.

“Women

- Identification badges worn above the pocket will be worn centered 1/4 inch above the left coat or shirt pocket or 1/4 inch above authorized ribbons/large medals/breast insignia <Figure 5-2-1>.

- Identification badges may optionally be worn on the corresponding right side of the coat or shirt centered 1/4 inch above the name tag.”